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I. Introduction

With the expansion of powers of the EU legislator within the field of migration and criminal law policies, the principle of mutual trust gradually became a cornerstone of the so-called Area of Freedom, Security, and Justice (AFSJ), necessary for the effective implementation of different instruments of administrative and judicial cooperation. Based on the principle of mutual trust, national authorities, including courts, are expected to mutually recognize or enforce national decisions or judgments of other Member States. Whether it concerns the enforcement of the European arrest warrant (EAW), the transfer of an asylum seeker to another State responsible under the Dublin Regulation, or the return of a child abducted by one of her parents, within the field of AFSJ, for the enforcing authorities, and in particular for courts, these cases often result in a difficult balance between applying the principle of mutual trust and safeguarding individual fundamental rights.

Different authors, myself included, have warned of a possible competition between the CJEU and the European Court of Human Rights (the European Courts) when dealing with the question of “rebuttal of trust” for the application of the principle of mutual trust in the AFSJ. Both the case-law dealing with the Dublin Regulation and the Opinion 2/13 of the CJEU in 2014, seemed to have resulted in a battle on the hegemony to interpret the scope of mutual trust, rather than offering clear guidelines for national courts.

A comparison of judgments in different fields of the AFSJ and recent judgments of the European Courts may justify a new approach. Instead of focussing on the differences in decision-making of the European Courts, this contribution tries to deduce common criteria from European case-law which can be applied by national courts when addressing claims of rebuttal of trust. While not pretending to provide a complete overview, I will analyse in section two of this contribution, case-law of the European Court of Human Rights (the Court) and the Court of Justice of the EU (the CJEU) to find general criteria which can be applied by a national court of the executing State when considering trust as rebutted. For this purpose, case-law will be considered in the field of civil and commercial law, criminal law, and migration law. Furthermore, I will assess the question of


which national court is “better placed” to deal with a claim of rebuttal of trust, against the background of the right to effective judicial protection. Based on these findings, I aim to draw some general conclusions and recommendations in part four.

Before going into the case-law of the European Courts, section two will stress the meaning and incorporation of fundamental rights in the legal framework of the EU. In this section, I briefly address the content of the much disputed opinion 2/13, to clarify the tension which seem to have arisen between preserving mutual trust and the hegemony of the EU acquis, against the protection of fundamental rights in the European Convention.

II. PROTECTION OF FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS IN THE EU: OPINION 2/13 OF THE CJEU

According to Art. 6, para. 3, TEU, the fundamental rights as guaranteed by the European Convention, but also those resulting from the constitutional traditions common to the Member States, constitute general principles of EU law. This rule of Art. 6 implies that not only the Member States but also the EU institutions, when adopting or implementing EU measures in the field of immigration and asylum law, should respect the fundamental rights and freedoms as protected in both the European Convention and the national constitutions. The Charter of Fundamental Rights of the EU was “solemnly proclaimed” by the Commission, the European Parliament and the Council at the Nice European Council in 2000. The Charter became binding in 2009 with the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty, and acquired the same legal value as the Treaties on the basis of Art. 6, para. 1, TEU. In accordance with Art. 51, para. 1, of the Charter, Member States are bound by the provisions of the Charter only when implementing EU law. The scope of protection of the fundamental rights as included in the Charter may extend, but minimally reach the same standard of corresponding rights of the European Convention (see Art. 52, para. 3, of the Charter). These rights include amongst others the right to family life, the right to liberty, the right to effective remedies, and the right not to be subjected to inhuman or degrading treatment or torture (non refoulement principle). Some of the fundamental rights included in the Charter are identical to those in the European Convention and some provide extended protection such as for example the right to asylum in Art. 18 and the right to effective judicial protection in Art. 47 of the Charter. Furthermore, Art. 53 of the Charter affirms the Charter as a minimum protection standard and authorizes Member States to apply the standard of protection of fundamental rights guaranteed by its constitution or the European Convention, where these standards offer more protection than those derived from the Charter.

In its opinion 2/13, published in December 2014, the CJEU rejected the draft accession agreement of the EU to the European Convention, concluding that this agreement would be incompatible with EU law, among other reasons, because it did not provide
clear rules on the relationship between the Charter and possible higher standards of Member States and the European Convention. The CJEU also found that the correspondent mechanism before the European Court as provided in the draft agreement would give the European Court the power to interpret EU law, when assessing requests by Member States to apply this procedure. What triggered the aforementioned critique, was that the CJEU in this opinion emphasized the fundamental importance of mutual trust between Member States in the AFSJ, referring to previous case-law in which it held mutual trust as the “raison d’être” of the European Union. According to the CJEU, one of the possible consequences of the accession agreement (and therefore one of the reasons to reject it) was that it would require a Member State “to check that another Member State has observed fundamental rights, even though EU law imposes an obligation of mutual trust between those Member States”. This would, in the words of the CJEU, “upset the underlying balance of the EU and undermine the autonomy of the EU”. According to the CJEU, national authorities (including courts) should have a limited role in assessing the level of protection of fundamental rights in other Member States. By framing its, possibly justifiable, questions on the workability of the accession agreement as such, the CJEU emphasized its own hegemony with regard to the interpretation of human rights in the EU legal order, despite the role – also generally accepted by the CJEU – of the Strasbourg Court to define the scope of human rights which are equally protected in the European Convention and the Charter. Furthermore, by “lifting” mutual trust as one of constitutional principles of the EU, the CJEU offered ample space for exceptions to the principle of mutual trust. To understand the practical implications of these conclusions, aside from the fact that the content of the accession agreement has to be renegotiated, the proof of the pudding is in the eating. Therefore, the following sections will provide an overview of decisions of the European Courts before and after opinion 2/13.

---

3 Court of Justice, opinion 2/13 of 18 December 2014, paras 185-190.
4 Court of Justice, judgment of 22 December 2010, case C-491/10 PPU, Aguirre Zarraga; Court of Justice, judgment of 30 May 2013, case C-168/13 PPU, Jeremy; judgment of 26 February 2013, case C-399/11, Melloni. See for an analysis of this (and other) case-law, V. Mitsilegas, The Limits of Mutual Trust in Europe’s Area of Freedom, Security and Justice: From Automatic Inter-State Cooperation to the Slow Emergence of the Individual, in Yearbook of European Law, 2012, p. 319 et seq.
5 Opinion 2/13, cit., paras 191-195.
6 Opinion 2/13, cit., paras 186-189, where the CJEU emphasizes the “primacy, unity and effectiveness of EU law” and also deals with the relationship between Art. 53 of the Charter and Art. 53 of the European Convention.
III. CASE-LAW OF THE CJEU AND THE EUROPEAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS

III.1. CIVIL AND COMMERCIAL COOPERATION

Regulation 1215/2012 on enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial matters (known as Brussels I recast) is based on the automatic recognition of judicial decisions, justified by the principle of mutual trust between the Member States.\(^8\) The EU legislator stressed in the sixteenth recital of the former Regulation 44/2001 that “mutual trust in the administration of justice in the Community justifies judgments given in a Member State being recognised automatically without the need for any procedure except in cases of dispute”.\(^9\) Furthermore, the seventeenth recital of the former Regulation 44/2001 underlined that by virtue of the same principle of mutual trust, the procedure for making a judgment given in one Member State enforceable in another must be efficient and rapid: to that end, “the declaration that a judgment is enforceable should be issued virtually automatically after purely formal checks of the documents supplied, without there being any possibility for the court to raise, of its own motion, any of the grounds for non-enforcement provided for by this Regulation”. The text of the new Regulation 1215/2012 no longer contains the word “automatically”. Nevertheless, it still presumes the enforcement of foreign decisions without a prior test of enforceability. According to the twenty-sixth recital of Regulation 1215/2015,

> “mutual trust in the administration of justice in the Union justifies the principle that judgments given in a Member State should be recognised in all Member States without the need for any special procedure. In addition, the aim of making cross-border litigation less time-consuming and costly justifies the abolition of the declaration of enforceability prior to enforcement in the Member State addressed. As a result, a judgment given by the courts of a Member State should be treated as if it had been given in the Member State addressed”.

This emphasis on the automatic recognition of national decisions seems to leave no discretion to the court of the second State, to refuse enforcement of the judgment of the issuing State. The Regulation 1215/2012 does however include a “safety valve” in Art. 45, para. 1, let. a), on the basis of which a Member State may refuse to recognize a

---


judgment of another State if this is “manifestly contrary to the public policy (ordre public)” of the Member State addressed.\textsuperscript{10}

In \textit{Krombach}, the CJEU made clear that when dealing with judicial cooperation in civil matters, an exception to mutual recognition is necessary if the applicable law in the State of origin is insufficient to protect the right to fair trial, judicial protection, or if a serious violation of fundamental rights is at stake, and clear evidence is available with regard to this lack of protection.\textsuperscript{11} Thus, when assessing the application of the principle of mutual trust, the CJEU took into account the legal system and applicable law in the State of origin as the subject of trust, and not only the individual decision at stake.

A comparable path was chosen by the CJEU in the \textit{Diageo Brands} case.\textsuperscript{12} This case was submitted by the Dutch Supreme Court with regard to the claim of a company that a trademark registered for a concuring enterprise had been registered in another Member State contrary to EU law. According to the CJEU, recourse to the public policy clause may only be envisaged where recognition of the judgment given in another Member State would be “at variance to an unacceptable degree with the legal order of the State in which recognition is sought, in as much as it would infringe a fundamental principle”. Thus, to observe the prohibition of any review of the substance of a judgment of another Member State, the CJEU found that “the infringement would have to constitute a manifest breach of a rule of law regarded as essential in the legal order of the State in which recognition is sought or of a right recognised as being fundamental within that legal order”.\textsuperscript{13} This means, according to the CJEU, that the court of the State in which recognition is sought may not, without challenging the aim of the Regulation 1215/2012, refuse recognition of a judgment emanating from another Member State solely on the ground that it considers that national or EU law was incorrectly applied in that judgment. For this reasoning, the CJEU refers to the system of legal remedies established in every Member State, together with the preliminary ruling procedure provided for in Art. 267 TFEU: this would afford “a sufficient guarantee to individuals”.\textsuperscript{14} In this case, Diageo Brands could have appealed in the first State, claiming that the lower court’s ruling was in violation of EU law. Should a question of interpretation come before a national court against whose decision there is no judicial remedy, this court would be obliged to refer the question to the CJEU on the basis of Art. 267.\textsuperscript{15}

\textsuperscript{10} This was Art. 34, para. 1, of Regulation 44/2001. See also C. Eckes, \textit{Protecting Fundamental Rights in the EU’s Compound Legal Order. Mutual Trust against Better Judgment?}, in \textit{Amsterdam Centre for European Law and Governance Working Paper Series}, 2016, pp. 24-25.
\textsuperscript{11} Court of Justice, judgment of 28 March 2000, case C-7/98, \textit{Krombach}.
\textsuperscript{12} Court of Justice, judgment of 6 July 2015, case C-681/13, \textit{Diageo Brands}.
\textsuperscript{13} \textit{Diageo Brands}, cit., para. 44.
\textsuperscript{14} Ivi, para. 49.
\textsuperscript{15} Ivi, para. 66, where the CJEU also refers to Court of Justice, judgment of 30 September 2003, case C-224/01, \textit{Köbler}, stressing the liability of the Member State, if a court did not abide by the duty to refer under Art. 267 TFEU.
Thus, in *Diageo-Brands*, the CJEU underlined the importance of the availability of legal remedies, allowing the individual to submit the claim that EU law or a rule of national public policy had been violated. In order to determine whether there is a manifest breach of public policy, the court of the Member State where recognition is sought must “take account of the fact that, save where specific circumstances make it too difficult, or impossible, to make use of the legal remedies in the Member State of origin, the individuals concerned must avail themselves of all the legal remedies available in that Member State with a view to preventing such a breach before it occurs.”16 This implies that the court of the state of recognition should assess not only whether the individual used the available remedies in the State of origin, but also examine submitted circumstances which would make the exercise of legal remedies too difficult or impossible.

The importance of having access to effective remedies in dealing with mutual trust when applying the former Regulation 44/2001 was also emphasized by the Strasbourg Court in the more recent case *Avotiņš v. Latvia*.17 Stressing its own role in ensuring “that the mutual recognition mechanisms do not leave any gap or particular situation which would render the protection of human rights guaranteed by the Convention manifestly deficient”, it held that it should verify that the principle of mutual recognition is not applied automatically and mechanically. For national courts this means according to the Court, that when they are called to apply a mutual recognition mechanism established under EU law

“they must give full effect to that mechanism where the protection of Convention rights cannot be considered manifestly deficient. However, if a serious and substantiated complaint is raised before them to the effect that the protection of a Convention right has been manifestly deficient and that this situation cannot be remedied by European law, they cannot refrain from examining that complaint on the sole ground they are applying EU law” 18

In this case, the Court found no violation of Art. 6 of the European Convention, as the applicant could have lodged his appeal dealing with the violation before the Cypriot courts, dismissing the applicant’s claim that such appeal procedure would have been bound to fail.19

---

16 Ivi, para. 68.
18 *Avotiņš v. Latvia*, cit., para. 116. See also, for a more extended analysis, T. Marguerè, *Rebuttal of mutual trust and mutual recognition in criminal matters*, cit., p. 943 et seq.
19 *Avotiņš v. Latvia*, cit., para. 122.

Both at the international and EU level, legal rules have been adopted to protect children from the harmful effects of abduction or retention across international boundaries in breach of custody rights, and to enhance the recognition of national court decisions to ensure swift decision making on with which parent the child is to stay. These rules are included in The Hague Convention of 25 October 1980 on the Civil Aspects of International Child Abduction and in the 1996 Hague Convention on Jurisdiction, Applicable Law, Recognition, Enforcement and Co-operation in Respect of Parental Responsibility and Measures for the Protection of Children. At the EU level, rules on the recognition and enforcement of judgments in matrimonial matters are laid down in Regulation 2201/2003, also known as the Brussels II Regulation. Both the international treaty and Regulation 2201/2003 provide specific safeguards for the protection of the best interest and the rights of the child. An important question which arises in trans-border matrimonial cases before national courts, is how to decide if there is a conflict between two jurisdictions on what is the best interest of the child and on where or with whom the child should reside. Dealing with the implementation of the European standards on custody decisions, abduction, and the right to family life, the CJEU and the Strasbourg Court both dealt with these cross-border conflicts between parents (and subsequently between national courts). In case-law on cross-border abduction cases, different fundamental rights are at stake: not only the best interest of the child, but at the same time the right to family life of both parents and child. The right to family life for parents and child is protected in Art. 8 of the European Convention and Art. 7 of the Charter. Specifically, for the child, Art. 24, para. 3, of the Charter includes the right to maintain on a regular basis a personal relationship and direct contact with both parents, unless that is contrary to the child’s interests. In ensuring these rights, national courts have the difficult task to find a balance between swift procedures and in-depth examination of the case at stake. Since the adoption of the aforementioned treaties dealing with custody and abduction cases, there has been an evolution from the situation where the mother was considered as “primary care-taker”, in need of protection against the “abducting fa-
ther” without any custody rights, to case-law where the abducting parent has been granted the custody right. 23

In these cases, applying the Convention on Child Abduction, the Court generally dealt with the abduction of the child by the mother as primary carer to her place of origin, following a divorce or break up of a relationship. In all these cases, where the national courts had ordered the return of the child, the Court found that the return orders, sometimes issued after lengthy procedures, were in violation of the right to family life of the child and the abducting parent. 24 Furthermore, we see that where custody rights are extended to unmarried parents, courts increasingly take into account the rights of both parents to maintain relationship with the child. Even if, according to the Court, “the mutual enjoyment by parent and child of each other’s company constitutes a fundamental element of family life and domestic measures hindering such enjoyment amount to an interference with the right protected by Art. 8 of the Convention”, many of the decisions imply a difficult choice in favour of the right to family life of one of the parents. 25

Generally, when dealing with child abduction cases, the Court emphasized the duty of courts deciding upon the return of the child and assessing the child’s best interests, to perform a “sufficiently thorough” or “in-depth analysis” of the circumstances of the case. 26 In Neulinger, the Court explicitly stated that a return order issued by the authorities of one State on the basis of the Abduction Convention of the Council of Europe could not be applied automatically. 27 National courts are required to make an “in-depth examination of the entire family situation” and “to assess the best interest of the child in each case individually”. 28 In Sneersone and Kampanella, the Court, concluding that the Italian courts violated Art. 8 of the European Convention by ordering return of the child (Marko) to the Italian father, provided further criteria. 29 The applicants in this case, Marko and his mother, both had the Latvian nationality and lived in Riga. After the divorce of the parents, the Rome youth court granted the custody over the child to the mother, but later, on request by the father, the same court granted sole custody to the

23 C.G. Jeppesen de Boer, M. Jonker, Does the European Court of Human Rights get it ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ in international child abduction?, in EchrBlog, 17 December 2013, echrblog.blogspot.nl.
24 European Court of Human Rights, judgment of 6 July 2010, no. 41615/07, Neulinger and Shuruk v. Switzerland; European Court of Human Rights, judgment of 12 July 2011, no. 14737/09, Sneersone and Kampanella v. Italy.
25 European Court of Human Rights, judgment of 13 January 2015, no. 46600/12, Manic v. Lithuania, para. 99, also referring to European Court of Human Rights, judgment of 5 April 2005, no. 71099/01, Monory v. Romania and Hungary, para. 70.
26 Neulinger and Shuruk v. Switzerland cit., para. 139; Sneersone and Kampanella v. Italy, cit., para. 85. See specifically European Court of Human Rights, judgment of 21 February 2012, no. 16965/10, Karrer v. Romania, paras 48, 55.
28 Iv., paras 138-139.
29 Sneersone and Kampanella v. Italy, cit., para. 98.
father. Latvian courts refused to return the child on the basis of The Hague Abduction Convention, arguing that this would not be in the best interest of the child. Subsequently, the return of Marko to Italy was ordered by the Italian court on the basis of Regulation 2201/2003. In response to the complaint of the mother and Marko against the Italian return orders, the Court found that the Italian courts did not sufficiently appreciate the seriousness of the difficulties which Marko was likely to encounter in Italy when returned to his father. The Strasbourg Court firmly rejected the father's proposed safeguards which had been accepted by the Italian courts as sufficient to protect Marko's well-being. The Court held “that allowing the first applicant to stay with the child for fifteen to thirty days during the first year and then for one summer month every other year after” would be “a manifestly inappropriate response to the psychological trauma that would inevitably follow a sudden and irreversible severance of the close ties between mother and child”. In the opinion of the Court, the order to “drastically immerse a child in a linguistically and culturally foreign environment” cannot in any way be compensated by “attending a kindergarten, a swimming pool and Russian-language classes”. While the Court found the father's undertaking to ensure that Marko receives adequate psychological support “laudable”, it did not agree that such an external support could be considered “as an equivalent alternative to psychological support that is intrinsic to strong, stable and undisturbed ties between a child and his mother”. It is relevant to note that in the Sneersone and Kampanella case, Latvia had brought an action in October 2008 against Italy before the European Commission in connection with the return proceedings, claiming that the Italian decision was not in conformity with Regulation 2201/2003. According to the Latvian government, neither Marko, nor his mother had been heard during the proceedings and the Italian court had ignored the decisions of the Latvian courts concerning Marko. In its reasoned opinion, the Commission concluded that Italy had violated neither the applicable Regulation 2201/2003 nor general principles of Community law. The Commission's decision was amongst others based on the rule in the Regulation, according to which the country of the child's residence prior to the abduction had “the final say” in ordering the return, even if his or her new country of residence had declined to order the return. Furthermore, the Commission had “not discovered any indications” that life in Italy together with his father would expose Marko to physical or psychological harm or otherwise place him in an intolerable situation. Even if the Commission recognized that the Italian court decision ordering the return of the child did not contain a detailed analysis of either the arguments of the first applicant or of those of Marko's father, it considered that Regulation 2201/2003 did not require such an analysis. The decision not to hear the applicants was part of the discretionary power of the Italian courts. Here, there is a striking disconnection between the

30 Ivi, paras 39-40.
EU supervisory mechanism and the findings of the Strasbourg Court with regard to the balancing of the fundamental rights at stake.

In *X. v. Latvia*, dealing with the authorities’ obligation to assess the availability of refusal grounds under Arts 12, 13 or 20 of The Hague Convention, the European Court of Human Rights held that this does not imply a detailed assessment of the entire situation, but an obligation “to genuinely take into account factors that could constitute an exception to the return (in particular if one of the parties raised these factors), taking into account the best interests of the child”. In *X. v. Latvia*, the Court underlined that the European Convention and the Hague Convention on Child Abduction had to be applied in a “combined and harmonious manner” and that the best interests of the child had to be the primary consideration, also in the light of the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC). This duty, to take the best interest of the child into account as the primary consideration, has also been underlined by the CJEU. However, as stressed by the CJEU in the *Deticek* case dealing with the application of the Regulation 2201/2003, under circumstances these applicable rules may imply that, dependent of the circumstances of the case, other interests of the child may have more weight than the right of the child to maintain personal and direct ties with both parents.

Comparable to the “safety valve” as mentioned above in the Regulation 1215/2012, Art. 22, let. a) and Art. 23, let. a) of Regulation 2201/2003 allow a Member State to refuse the recognition of certain judgments from other Member States if they are “manifestly contrary” to the former’s public policy. In *Aguirre Zarraga*, the CJEU provided a very formal interpretation of the meaning of mutual trust, finding that the decision issued in the Member State of origin, referred to in Art. 42, para. 1, of the Regulation, is to be recognized and automatically enforceable in another Member State, there being no possibility of opposing its recognition. In this case, the CJEU answered a preliminary question of the German Oberlandesgericht Celle, dealing with a custody dispute between a Spanish father and a German mother after divorce regarding their daughter, born in 2000. In June 2008, a Spanish court decided to give the father custody over the child. When the child stayed during summer with her German mother in Germany, the mother refused to return her to Spain. Referring to Regulation 2201/2003, the father requested the German courts to enforce the Spanish court decision and to order the

---

32 Ivi, paras 93-94.
33 Court of Justice, judgment of 23 December 2009, case C-403/09, *Deticek*, paras 58-60. This case concerned the abduction of the child by the mother from Italy to Slovenia. Despite the personal interests of the child (including her own wish to stay with the mother) the CJEU applied the rules of Regulation 2201/2003 with regard to the jurisdiction of the court strictly, finding that the judgment of the Slovenian court could not overrule the prior decision of the Italian court giving (also provisional) custody to the father.
34 *Aguirre Zarraga*, cit., para. 48.
mother to return the child to Spain. The German court found that the child was not heard during the proceedings in Spain. Furthermore, the German court submitted that requests by her mother for confirmation that the child would have the right to return to Germany after the proceedings, or as an alternative, that the child would be heard by using video-conferencing, had been rejected by the Spanish court. The right of the child to be heard is not only protected in Art. 24 of the Charter, but also in Regulation 2201/2003 itself: in Art. 23 dealing with the decision-making regarding custody and in Art. 42, para. 2, dealing with judicial decisions about the return of the child. Therefore, the German Court submitted the preliminary question to the CJEU whether the fact that the child was not actually heard in custody proceedings constituted a legitimate basis for refusing to recognize the Spanish judgment ordering the return of the child. The core of the preliminary question was thus whether a national court should not deviate from the principle of mutual trust, in case of a serious infringement of fundamental rights of the child.

The CJEU firstly emphasized the goal of the Regulation, by which the unlawful retention of children should be considered as a serious violation of the interests of the child. According to the CJEU, Art. 24 of the Charter and Art. 42, para. 2, of Regulation 2201/2003 do not require that the court of the Member State of origin obtains the views of the child in every case by means of a hearing: that court thus retains a degree of discretion. The CJEU held that the German court cannot assess whether the Spanish court complied or not with the right to be heard of the child: this is to be decided by the courts of the State of origin, based on the “clear division of jurisdiction between the courts of the Member State of origin and those of the Member State of enforcement established by the Regulation 2201/2003”. As the system of mutual trust is based on the principle that the national legal systems of the Member States are capable to offer equivalent and effective legal protection, national judicial decisions should be recognized and automatically applied. Thus, in these circumstances the requested court may not review the judgment, even “if it is vitiated by a serious infringement of fundamental rights”. Again, the CJEU emphasized the obligation of the court of the Member State of origin to ensure that the rights of the child are effectively protected. This obligation implies that, having regard to the child’s best interests and the circumstances of each individual case, the court should ensure the effectiveness of the provisions protecting these rights and to offer to the child “a genuine and effective opportunity to express his or her views”. According to the CJEU, this principle does not mean that the child should always be heard before the court of the State of origin. Sometimes, the

35 Ivi, para. 44.
36 Ivi, para. 59.
37 Ivi, para. 48.
38 Ivi, para. 69.
39 Ivi, para. 66.
physical presence of children in court may prove to be “inappropriate, and even harm-
ful to the psychological health of the child”. It is for the first court to decide whether it is
in the best interest of the child to be heard and the question whether there has been an
infringement of the right to be heard falls solely within the jurisdiction of the courts of
the Member State of origin.\footnote{Ivi, paras 64, 72-75.}

The CJEU held in \textit{Bianca Purrucker v. Guillermo Villés Pérez}, that for the purpose of
protecting the best interest of the child, the court standing closest to the situation of
the child, aware of the situation and stage of development of the child, is the most ap-
propriate authority to deal with the case.\footnote{Court of Justice, judgment of 9 November 2010, case C-296/10, \textit{Bianca Purrucker v. Guillermo Villés Pérez}, para. 84.} With this decision, the CJEU seemed to rec-
ognize that this is not automatically the court of the State of origin. Useful criteria to as-
sess which court would be better placed to deliver a judgment relating to parental re-
sponsibility have been defined by AG Wathelet, in the case \textit{Child and Family Agency v. J.D.},
case were submitted by an Irish court questioning the quality of the evidence provided
by UK authorities in a case in which a mother, with the nationality of the UK, suffering
from drug addiction had given birth to her second child in Ireland in order to avoid hav-
ing her child taken away by the UK child services. In his opinion, AG Wathelet underlines
the obligation of the court of the Member State which would normally have jurisdiction
over the case, to establish that the court to which it intends to transfer the case is better
placed “to deliver a judgment relating to parental responsibility which better serves the
best interests of the child”.\footnote{Ivi, para. 98.} According to the AG, applying Art. 15 of Regulation
2201/2013 on the “transfer to a court better placed to hear the case”, a court must en-
sure that the judgment relating to parental responsibility will be given by the court
which has the closest connections with the factors of the particular case. This examina-
tion must be carried out from the point of view of the child in order to protect his inter-
ests and the court having jurisdiction as to the substance of the matter must not carry
out a comparative analysis of the substantive law that will be applied by the courts of
the other Member State. Factors such as the language of the proceedings, the availa-
ility of relevant evidence, the possibility of calling appropriate witnesses, the availability
of medical and social reports, as well as the period within which the judgment will be
delivered may be taken into consideration. In the judgment of 27 October 2016, the
CJEU did not repeat these specified factors mentioned by AG Wathelet, but defined a
more general test to be applied by the national court when assessing which court would
be better placed to deliver a judgment in matters of parental responsibility. According to the CJEU, the requirement that the transfer must be in the best interests of the child implies that the court having jurisdiction must be satisfied, having regard to the specific circumstances of the case, that the envisaged transfer of the case to a court of another Member State is not liable "to be detrimental to the situation of the child concerned". To that end, the court having jurisdiction must assess any negative effects that such a transfer might have on the familial, social and emotional attachments of the child concerned in the case or on that child's material situation. Therefore, in order to determine that a court of another Member State with which the child has a particular connection is better placed, the court having jurisdiction must be satisfied that the transfer of the case to that other court is such as "to provide genuine and specific added value to the examination of that case, taking into account, inter alia, the rules of procedure applicable in that other Member State".

iii.3. COMMON EUROPEAN ASYLUM SYSTEM: THE DUBLIN REGULATION

The Dublin Regulation, developed under the Schengen acquis and now part of the Common European Asylum System, includes criteria to determine which Member State, participating in this Dublin mechanism, is responsible for an asylum application. If a third country national applies for asylum in another Member State, the latter can transfer him or her to this responsible State, taking into account the applicable criteria and time limits. Responsibility is determined on the basis of a hierarchy of criteria, which apply in the order in which they are listed. The Dublin Regulation first mentions and thus gives priority to the protection of minors and the unification of family members of asylum seekers and refugees, but in practice, one of the lower criteria in the "Dublin hierarchy" plays the most important role: the State where a person irregularly crossed the external borders of the EU, stayed on an irregular basis, or where he or she applied for asylum, is responsible.

---
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48 Art. 13 of Regulation 604/2013.
In two, by now famous, judgments of 2011, the European Court and the CJEU dealt with the application, and more importantly the rebuttal, of mutual trust within the framework of the Regulation 343/2003. In *M.S.S. v Belgium and Greece*, the European Court for the first time decided that mutual trust between EU Member States applying the Regulation is not automatically justified. The Court recalled its earlier conclusions with regard to the application of indirect *refoulement*, prohibited under Art. 3 of the European Convention:

“When they apply the Dublin Regulation [...] the States must make sure that the intermediary country's asylum procedure affords sufficient guarantees to avoid an asylum seeker being removed, directly or indirectly, to his country of origin without any evaluation of the risks he faces from the standpoint of Art. 3 of the Convention”.

As the Court found that at the time of the applicant’s expulsion, the Belgian authorities knew or ought to have known that he had no guarantee his asylum application would be seriously examined by the Greek authorities, it found Belgium had violated the applicant’s right under Art. 3 of the European Convention. In *NS v. SSHD*, the CJEU found that the discretionary power in Art. 3, para. 2, of Regulation 343/2003, allowing a Member State to assume responsibility and examine a claim (even though the Regulation criteria do not so require), could turn into an obligation if this is necessary to protect the fundamental rights of the applicant. Following the reasoning of the European Court in *M.S.S.*, the CJEU stated that the mere ratification of conventions by a Member State cannot result in the application of a conclusive presumption that the applicant’s fundamental rights will be observed, even if: “the Common European Asylum System is based on the full and inclusive application of the Geneva Convention and the guarantee that nobody will be sent back to a place where they again risk being persecuted”. The CJEU concluded that the *non-refoulement* principle, also protected in Art. 4 of the Charter, prohibits Member States to transfer asylum seekers to another Member State where “they cannot be unaware that systemic deficiencies in the asylum procedures and in the reception conditions of asylum seekers” amount to substantial grounds for believing that the asylum seeker would face a “real risk of being subjected to inhuman or degrading treatment within the meaning of Art. 4 of the Charter”.

---
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stances, according to the CJEU, the discretionary power of Art. 3, para. 2, of the Regulation 343/2003 becomes an obligatory power.

The conclusions in the M.S.S. v. Belgium and Greece and the NS v. SSHD judgment did not change the general rule that the burden of proof lies with the asylum seeker. As the Strasbourg Court concluded in earlier cases, it is in principle for the applicant “to adduce evidence capable of proving that there are substantial grounds” for believing he or she, when expelled, will be exposed to a real risk of being subjected to treatment contrary to Art. 3 of the European Convention, and “where such evidence is adduced, it is for the Government to dispel any doubts about it”.55 However, particular circumstances may involve a more active role of the national authorities, even if the asylum seeker did not provide evidence with regard to the “rebuttal of mutual trust”. First, the availability of general information during the proceedings may trigger this more active role of the transferring State to assess whether fundamental rights of the asylum seeker are protected in the responsible State. In M.S.S., the Court explicitly rejected the claim by the Belgian government that the asylum seeker did not state reasons against his transferal to Greece: as the general situation was known to the Belgian authorities, it was their task to verify how the Greek authorities applied their asylum law in practice and the applicant should not be expected “to bear the entire burden of proof”.56 The CJEU and the European Court applied with regard to the shift of the burden of proof a similar criterion. Whereas the CJEU used the notion “where they cannot be unaware” of systemic deficiencies in the asylum procedure and in the reception conditions in the second Member State, the European Court considered that with regard to the situation in Greece, the Belgian authorities “knew or ought to have known” that the asylum seeker application would not be seriously examined by the Greek authorities. Nonetheless, with regard to the content of the burden of proof, with its criterion “systemic deficiencies”, the CJEU applied a higher threshold than the European Court.

Both judgments underlined the necessity of the availability of procedural guarantees for asylum seekers to submit evidence against their transfer to another Dublin State.57 According to the European Court in M.S.S., States must “make sure that the intermediary country’s asylum procedure affords sufficient guarantees to avoid an asylum seeker being removed, directly or indirectly, to his country of origin without any evaluation of the risks he faces from the standpoint of Art. 3 of the Convention”.58 The new provision on legal remedies in Art. 27 of the Dublin III Regulation (id est, Regulation 604/2013) obliges Member States to allow for a suspensive effect of the right to appeal

55 European Court of Human Rights, judgment of 26 July 2005, no. 38885/02, N. v. Finland, para. 167; European Court of Human Rights, judgment of 28 February 2008, no. 37201/06, Saadà v. Italy, para. 129.
56 See M.S.S. v. Belgium and Greece, cit., paras 346, 352 and 359.
58 M.S.S. v. Belgium and Greece, cit., para. 342.
or review a transfer decision. Member States may decide whether this suspensive effect follows automatically once an appeal or review has been lodged against a transfer decision, or whether the asylum seeker has to request a tribunal or court to suspend the implementation of the transfer decision pending the outcome of the procedure.

In 2014, the European Court, in a new judgment dealing with the Dublin system, Tarakhel v. Switzerland, emphasized the necessity of a more individual approach when applying the principle of mutual trust. In this case, which dealt with the transfer of an Afghan family with minor children from Switzerland to Italy, the Court ruled that Swiss authorities should have obtained “individual guarantees that the applicants would be taken charge of in a manner adapted to the age of the children and that the family would be kept together”. The fact that a State participates in the Dublin system, does not exempt the State transferring an asylum seeker to another State “from carrying out a thorough and individualised examination of the situation of the person concerned and from suspending enforcement of the removal order should the risk of inhuman and degrading treatment be established”. Although the earlier M.S.S. judgment showed that the general situation in the second State plays a role when assessing a Dublin transfer to that State, by emphasizing the necessity of an individual assessment the Court added a new criterion in Tarakhel. In fact, by citing an earlier judgment of the UK Supreme Court in which the CJEU’s use of the criterion “systemic deficiencies” in NS v. SSHD was explicitly criticized, the European Court made clear that with regard to the interpretation of the non-refoulement principle in Art. 3 of the European Convention, a stricter criterion was necessary.

In Tarakhel, the European Court failed to find a violation of the right to effective remedies in Art. 13 of the European Convention in respect of their complaint on the basis of Art. 3 of the European Convention. According to the Court, it was not disputed that the applicants had not produced evidence before the national authorities supporting the claim that their safety would be at risk if returned to Italy. Furthermore, it noted that in this case, the Swiss Federal Administrative Court had dealt explicitly with the specific situation of the applicants as a family with young children. The fact that the Federal Administrative Court opposed the return of asylum seekers to Dublin States in some cases, including that of a family with young children who were to be expelled to Italy, or made it subject to conditions, would suggest according to the Court, “that that court normally undertakes a thorough examination of each individual situation”.
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In June 2016, in the joint cases of Mehrdad Ghezelbash v Staatssecretaris van Veiligheid en Justitie and Karim, the CJEU dealt with the availability of effective remedies against the application of the criteria on the determination of the responsible Member State under Regulation 604/2013. In the Ghezelbash case, the Netherlands, based on information in the Visa Information System, requested French authorities to take charge of the applicant’s claim to asylum, which request was duly accepted. However, after this request had been agreed to, the asylum seeker provided evidence claiming that the requesting State (the Netherlands) and not the requested State (France) was responsible for dealing with his asylum application. The case of Karim was similar to that of Ghezelbash, dealing with the claim of a Syrian asylum seeker against the transfer decision of the Swedish authorities, after the Swedish take back request was accepted by the Slovenian authorities. Due to the similarity of the preliminary questions posed by the Dutch and the Swedish court respectively, the CJEU referred in the Karim judgment to its conclusions in the Ghezelbash case (hereafter I will only refer to the Ghezelbash judgment). The outcome of Ghezelbash is important, especially against the background of an earlier, more restrictive, CJEU approach taken in Abdullahi v. Bundesasylamt with regard to the scope of legal remedies. In the latter judgment, the CJEU dealt with Art. 19 of the former Dublin Regulation (id est, Regulation 343/2003), concerning the right to appeal against a decision to transfer an asylum seeker, now replaced by Art. 27 of Regulation 604/2013. Emphasizing the principle of inter-state trust, the CJEU held in Abdullahi that if a second State had accepted responsibility on the grounds that the asylum seeker entered the Union over its territory, the asylum seeker would only have the right to appeal against the choice for this criterion, if the asylum reception and procedure in the second State showed “systemic deficiencies” as used within NS v SSHD. In fact in the Abdullahi judgment, which concerned a refuted transfer decision from Austria to Hungary, the CJEU ignored the central issue of the preliminary questions of the Austrian court. These questions dealt with the availability of legal remedies against the incorrect application of the Dublin criteria as such, and not the decision to transfer the person to Hungary and the question whether this country was safe. In Ghezelbash, the CJEU took another approach by explicitly underlining the right of an asylum seeker to an effective remedy, in order to plead, in an appeal against a transfer decision, the incorrect application of one of the Dublin criteria for determining responsibility. To explain this more

---
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extensive reading of the scope of legal remedies, the CJEU refers to the more explicit text in Regulation 604/2013, compared to the former text of the Dublin Regulation. The new Art. 27 provides that the legal remedy should be effective and should cover questions of “both facts and law”. 69 Furthermore, according to the CJEU, Art. 27 does not include any limitations with regard to the possibility of arguments raised by the asylum seeker when appealing against a transfer decision. The CJEU also pointed to other amendments in the new Regulation, strengthening the rights of the asylum seeker, such as the right to be informed in time about the intended transfer decision, to have the opportunity to provide information to facilitate the correct application of the Dublin criteria, and the right to request a court or tribunal to suspend the implementation of the transfer decision. 70 Finally, the CJEU stated that the new nineteenth recital in the Regulation 604/2013 explicitly refers to Art. 47 of the Charter. 71 Whether this explanation of the CJEU justifies the difference in outcome between Abdullahi and Ghezelbash is questionable, not least because already under the prior Dublin Regulation, legal remedies should have been interpreted in conformity with Art. 47 Charter on effective judicial protection. 72 However, it is an important achievement that in Ghezelbash, the CJEU confirmed the availability of effective remedies against the application of the Dublin criteria and no longer allows national courts to hide behind the wall of “interstate trust”.

III.4. CRIMINAL LAW: THE EUROPEAN ARREST WARRANT

In accordance with Arts 82 and 83 TFEU, instruments in the field of EU criminal law are largely based on the approximation, rather than harmonization, of national criminal laws. 73 Consequently, the Framework Decision 2002/584/JHA of 13 June 2002 on the European arrest warrant and the surrender procedures between Member States, prescrib-
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71 Nineteenth recital of Regulation 604/2013 reads: “In order to guarantee effective protection of the rights of the persons concerned, legal safeguards and the right to an effective remedy in respect of decisions regarding transfers to the Member State responsible should be established, in accordance, in particular, with Art. 47 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union. In order to ensure that international law is respected, an effective remedy against such decisions should cover both the examination of the application of this Regulation and of the legal and factual situation in the Member State to which the applicant is transferred”.
72 In his opinion in the Abdullahi case, AG Cruz Villálon already explicitly underlined the importance of a subjective right to appeal, also with regard to a correct application of the Dublin criteria in order to protect fundamental rights of asylum seekers ( Cf. Opinion of AG Cruz Villálon delivered on 13 July 2013, case C-394/12, Abdullahi v. Bundesasylamt).
73 See A. SUOMINEN, The principle of mutual recognition in cooperation in criminal matters: a study of the principle in four framework decisions and in the implementation legislation in the Nordic Member States, Cambridge: Intersentia, 2011, p. 55, using harmonization and approximation in this area as synonyms, with the goal of “reducing the differences and bringing the existing systems closer” in opposition to the meaning of unification of criminal law in the EU which would result in the development of a European Criminal Code.
ing the mutual recognition of national decisions (EAW Framework Decision), is based on the presumption of cooperation more than harmonization in the field of the Common European Asylum System.\textsuperscript{74} The system of mutual recognition in the EAW Framework Decision is more formalized: it only applies to the criminal facts listed in Art. 4 of EAW Framework Decision and is bound by strict requirements such as time limits. The grounds for refusing a EAW are restricted and Members States are not allowed to verify the existence of dual criminality. EAW Framework Decision does not provide for public policy limitations and fundamental rights are not mentioned as grounds for failing to execute a EAW. Nevertheless, as underlined in the EAW Framework Decision itself, its implementation should not affect the protection of fundamental rights.\textsuperscript{75}

Dealing with the claim of an applicant against his extradition from Ireland to the United Kingdom on the basis of the EAW Framework Decision, in \textit{Stapleton v. Ireland}, the European Court formulated criteria assessing the role of the court of the executing State and outlined the circumstances where a State would be prohibited from allowing the execution of a European arrest warrant.\textsuperscript{76} The Court underlined the premise that in general, the court of the issuing State is better equipped to assess whether there has been a violation of the European Convention e.g. due to wrongful delay in the prosecution. Furthermore, the Court held that the executing or transferring State is not obliged to consider whether there is a real risk of an unfair trial in the issuing State. It is only where the court of the executing State finds there has been a flagrant denial of a right of the applicant under the European Convention (fair trial) this court may refuse extradition to the issuing State.\textsuperscript{77} In \textit{Stapleton v. Ireland}, the Court concluded there was no flagrant denial of the European Convention rights, finding that a delay in procedure does not in itself result into an unfair trial. For this conclusion, the Court also noted that the UK is party to the European Convention and referred to the incorporation of human rights in the national system of the UK.

In \textit{Stapleton v. Ireland}, the Court referred explicitly to the differences with its earlier judgment in the \textit{Soering} case, in which it applied a more stringent judicial test.\textsuperscript{78} First, the \textit{Soering} case concerned a complaint about the violation of absolute rights (Arts 2 and 3 of the European Convention) and, secondly, it concerned the extradition to a State which was not a party to the European Convention (in this case the United States of America). In \textit{Stapleton}, according to the European Court, the applicant could have ap-
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\textsuperscript{76} European Court of Human Rights, judgment of 4 May 2010, no. 56588/07, \textit{Stapleton v. Ireland}.

\textsuperscript{77} Ivi, para. 26.

plied for an interim measure in the UK. As pointed out by Thurnberg, based on this supposed “self-evident compliance with the European Convention and principles of due process”, instruments such as the European arrest warrant or the European evidence warrant do not include explicit bars to the mutual recognition of national decisions. Moreover, they do not entail an explicit bar for the executing courts from testing the proportionality or necessity of the criminal law measure at stake. Based on the principle that the executing court must enforce the decision of the issuing State, the applicant should address the issuing State, in case of an alleged infringement of his or her rights. Thus, on the basis of the aforementioned case-law of the Court, only when there is a manifest breach with national or EU principles or flagrant denial of human rights, may the executing court refuse recognition of the European arrest warrant.

This obligatory “interstate trust” in the field of criminal law, was underlined by the CJEU for the first time in Göztük and Brügge, even if these cases did not deal with an EU instrument of mutual recognition as such. In Göztük and Brügge, the CJEU stated that the application of the ne bis in idem principle, implying an obligation of mutual recognition between Member States with regard to decisions taken within their national criminal procedures, does not require full harmonization of the law at stake. According to the CJEU, the ne bis in idem principle necessarily implies that the Member States have mutual trust in their criminal justice systems and that each of them recognize the criminal law in force in the other Member States “even when the outcome would be different if its own law were applied”. The CJEU based this decision on the fact that the EU legislator did not make the application of Art. 54 of the Schengen Implementing Agreement (SIA) or the ne bis in idem principle, “conditional upon harmonisation, or at the least approximation, of the criminal laws of the Member States relating to procedures whereby further prosecution is barred”.

A comparable approach was adopted by the CJEU in the Radu case, in a judgment which was criticized because of its formal method. In this decision, the CJEU held that the German court was not allowed to refuse recognition of a Romanian arrest warrant, based on the alleged violation of the fundamental rights of the person concerned, since
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this refusal was not provided for in the EAW Framework Decision. In this case, the relevant individual alleged he had not been heard in the issuing State. According to the CJEU, observance of Arts 47 and 48 of the Charter “does not require that a judicial authority of a Member State should be able to refuse to execute a European arrest warrant issued for the purposes of conducting a criminal prosecution on the ground that the requested person was not heard by the issuing judicial authorities before that arrest warrant was issued”. In any event, the European legislature has ensured that the right to be heard will be observed in the executing Member State in such a way as not to compromise the effectiveness of the European arrest warrant system. The CJEU recognized that following Arts 8 and 15 of EAW Framework Decision, before deciding on the surrender of the requested person for the purposes of prosecution, the executing judicial authority must subject the European arrest warrant to a degree of scrutiny. Furthermore, under Arts 14 and 19 of EAW Framework Decision, where the requested person does not consent to his surrender and is the subject of an European arrest warrant issued for the purposes of conducting a criminal prosecution, he is entitled to be heard by the executing judicial authority, under the conditions determined by mutual agreement with the issuing judicial authorities. However, the CJEU also underlined that the executing judicial authorities cannot refuse to execute an EAW issued for the purposes of conducting a criminal prosecution on the ground that the requested person was not heard in the issuing Member State before that arrest warrant was issued.86 In her opinion in the Radu case, AG Sharpston warned against an automatic presumption of trust, but also emphasized the duty of those refuting mutual trust to provide sufficient clear evidence:

“While the record of the Member States in complying with their human rights obligations may be commendable, it is also not pristine. There can be no assumption that, simply because the transfer of the requested person is requested by another Member State, that person’s human rights will automatically be guaranteed on his arrival there. There can, however, be a presumption of compliance which is rebuttable only on the clearest possible evidence. Such evidence must be specific; propositions of a general nature, however well supported, will not suffice”.87

In February 2013, in the Melloni case, the CJEU decided that Member States do not have the discretion to apply higher standards than the level of protection provided in Framework Decision 2002/584, conforming the primacy of third pillar EU law over national constitutional law.88

In Jeremy, the CJEU refers to its earlier Aguirre Zarraga judgment, to ground its formal approach with regard to the obligation of Member States in the mutual recognition

86 Radu, cit., para. 43.
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on which the EAW system is based. According to the CJEU, this principle is itself founded on:

“the mutual confidence between the Member States that their national legal systems are capable of providing equivalent and effective protection of the fundamental rights recognised at European Union level, particularly in the Charter, so that it is therefore within the legal system of the issuing Member State that persons who are the subject of a European arrest warrant can avail themselves of any remedies which allow the lawfulness of the criminal proceedings for the enforcement of the custodial sentence or detention order, or indeed the substantive criminal proceedings which led to that sentence or order, to be contested”.

The cases Radu, Melloni, and Jeremy are clear examples of a more formalistic approach, where the CJEU concluded that the implementation of the European arrest warrant can only be suspended in case of a “serious and persistent breach by one of the Member States of the principles in Article 6 (1) TEU”. More recently, in cases where the absolute right of life and protection against torture or degrading treatment was at stake, the CJEU provided a stricter assessment with regard to the role of the court of the executing State. In April 2016, in the Aranyosi case, the CJEU emphasized the important role of the judiciary scrutinizing the specific circumstances of the case and its obligation to gather relevant information if there is a substantiated risk of violation of Art. 4 of the Charter. When assessing possible subjection to torture and/or degrading treatment, the executing judicial authority must, according to the CJEU:

“initially, rely on information that is objective, reliable, specific and properly updated on the detention conditions prevailing in the issuing Member State and that demonstrates that there are deficiencies, which may be systemic or generalised, or which may affect certain groups of people, or which may affect certain places of detention. That information may be obtained from, inter alia, judgments of international courts, such as judgments of the Court, judgments of courts of the issuing Member State, and also decisions, reports and other documents produced by bodies of the Council of Europe or under the aegis of the UN”.

A similar approach, although less explicit, can be found in the Lanigan judgment of the CJEU of July 2016, which dealt with the non-absolute right to liberty. In this case, the Irish courts failed to surrender a former member of the Irish Republican Army (IRA)
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to the UK authorities within the time limits prescribed by EAW Framework Decision. The reason for delaying the extradition was the investigation of Mr. Lanigan’s claim by the Irish court that surrender to the UK could endanger his life. The Irish High Court questioned the CJEU about the consequences of the expiration of the time-limits, both for the execution of the arrest warrant, as with regard to the legitimacy of the custody, also taking into account the protection of the fundamental right to liberty in Art. 6 of the Charter. Generally, the CJEU concluded that the executing judicial authority may decide to hold that person in custody, in accordance with Art. 6 of the Charter, only in so far as the procedure for the execution of the European arrest warrant has been carried out in “a sufficiently diligent manner” and in so far as the duration of the custody is not excessive.93 According to the CJEU, it is the role of the national court of the executing State to assess the situation at issue, taking into account all of the relevant factors with a view to evaluating the justification for the duration of the procedure. This assessment includes the possible failure to act on the part of the authorities of the Member States concerned and any contribution of the requested person to the duration of the procedure. Furthermore, the court should take into consideration “the sentence potentially faced by the requested person or delivered in his regard in relation to the acts which justified the issuing of the European arrest warrant in his respect, together with the potential risk of that person absconding”.94 In this decision, the CJEU took into account that the requested person was held in custody for a period greatly exceeding the time-limits as provided in the EAW Framework Decision, “in so far as those time-limits are, in principle, sufficient, in the light, inter alia, of the essential role of the principle of mutual recognition in the system put in place by the Framework Decision, for the executing judicial authority to carry out checks” prior to the execution of the European arrest warrant.95 So here, the CJEU not only recognized the task of the executing court to assess the situation in the issuing State, but also referred to the mechanism of time limits in the EAW Framework Decision in order to do so.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

IV.1. Thresholds for rebuttal: different approaches by the European Courts?

The framing of mutual trust as constitutional principle of the EU, essential to the realization of EU law, guided the CJEU in different judgments dealing with instruments of mutual recognition.96 The decision that mutual trust has been rebutted includes both sub-
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Substantial and procedural thresholds. The starting point for the CJEU is the application of formal trust allowing deviation only in exceptional circumstances in keeping with those in the EU instrument itself. Furthermore, by connecting, in its case-law, the principle of mutual trust to the assumption of harmonized standards on the protection of fundamental rights in the different Member States, the CJEU is applying a formal, rather than material understanding of trust. 97 Dealing with so-called Dublin claims, considering the application of Regulation 604/2013 and transfers of asylum seekers to another Member State, the CJEU, following the earlier judgment of the European Court of Human Rights, acknowledged in 2011 the necessity of allowing exceptions to the mutual trust principle when the (absolute) protection of non-refoulement (Art. 4 of the Charter) is at stake. However, by using the criterion of “systemic deficiencies” in asylum procedures and reception in the responsible State, it developed a high threshold in order to “rebut trust”. 98 In a recent Dublin case, Ghezelbash, the CJEU stressed the right of effective legal remedies against a transfer decision for asylum seekers, including the opportunity to provide information facilitating the correct application of the Dublin criteria; and the right to request a court or tribunal to suspend the implementation of the transfer decision. 99 Furthermore, dealing with the execution of the European arrest warrant on the basis of EAW Framework Decision, the CJEU underlined in Aranyosi the duty of national courts to scrutinize the specific circumstances of the case, including the obligation to gather relevant information when a substantiated risk of violation of the absolute right in Art. 4 of the Charter exists, and, in Lanigan, the right to liberty as protected in Art. 6 of the Charter and Art. 5 of the European Convention. 100

Considering the concurrent role of the European Court and of the CJEU in defining the scope of mutual trust when fundamental rights are at stake, it is clear from different judgments that the Strasbourg Court, when dealing with claims of human rights violations, takes into account the inherent goals of EU instruments and the importance of the principle of mutual trust. 101 Both with regard to the application of the European arrest warrant, as in child abduction cases, it affirmed the importance of mutual recognition and swift decision making, in order to protect the effective application of the EU legal instrument at stake. In two more recent judgments, however, the Court provided further criteria for national courts to ensure that the application of mutual trust does not result in a violation of human rights. In Tarakhel, in which case the absolute right of Art. 3 of the European Convention and the protection of a particular vulnerable group of individuals was at stake, namely minor asylum seekers, the Court rejected the “systemic deficiencies” test of the CJEU when applying the Dublin mechanism. Instead, it re-
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quired an individualized approach, including individual guarantees to be provided by the second State to the transferring State.\(^{102}\) In the more recent case *Avotiņš v. Latvia*, the Court, dealing with Regulation 44/2001, not only stressed its own role in assessing whether mutual recognition mechanisms do not make the protection of human rights guaranteed by the European Convention “manifestly deficient”, it also affirmed the obligation of national courts to assess serious and substantiated complaints about violations of the European Convention, stating that these courts cannot refrain from examining such complaints on the sole ground that they are applying EU law.\(^{103}\)

VI.2. EFFECTIVE JUDICIAL PROTECTION V. THE USE OF THE “BETTER PLACED ARGUMENT”

As we have seen, in the case of recognition of judgments in the field of civil and commercial law, even if it concerns human rights as the right to family life and the best interest of children, the CJEU emphasized the automaticity of the principle of mutual trust. When a balance between mutual trust and fundamental rights is to be made, so far the CJEU appears to consider this to be the primary task of the court of the issuing State and not the executing State. This reasoning has also been used by the Strasbourg Court dealing with the European arrest warrant, arguing that a claim that a decision of the issuing State is manifestly in breach of human rights or EU law, should be submitted in the issuing State, applying the “better placed” argument. An important exception to this reasoning can be found in the Dublin judgments, where both European Courts found it is the obligation of the authorities, including courts, of the executing or transferring State, to assess the availability of effective legal remedies in the other Member State. In my view, whether it concerns Dublin, the European arrest warrant, or child abduction cases, the courts of the transferring or executing States should be obliged to request the State of origin for further information, or where necessary, additional guarantees, if there is any available evidence that within that latter State the individual’s fundamental rights will not be adequately safeguarded.\(^{104}\) In these cases, the factors formulated by AG Wathelet in *Child and Family Agency v. J.D.*, such as the language of the proceedings, the availability of relevant evidence, the possibility of calling appropriate witnesses, the availability of medical and social reports, as well as the period within which the judgment will be delivered, but also the possible impact on physical and mor-
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al well-being of any move connected with a transfer of the case to a court in another Member State, can be considered as useful tools for national courts.  

If clear and coherent evidence is available that the proceedings in the first State do not meet standards of effective judicial protection, as per Art. 47 of the Charter, the court of the executing or transferring State should apply stringent scrutiny to the claim of human rights violations. In making a balanced decision in these cases, national courts must take into account different elements of the procedure at stake. There is a difference in deciding in Dublin cases, on the allocation of responsibility for asylum application, and decisions dealing with the custody and stay of children of divorced parents. Whereas the efficiency of the whole Dublin system can be criticized and thus the refusal to apply “Dublin” automatically cannot be considered as undermining the Common European Asylum System (CEAS), abduction cases may require a different and more complex approach. In these cases, the delicate balance between the right to family life and the best interests of the child, require not just a swift decision but also a careful assessment of all the information at stake. The complexity of these decisions may justify a more intense cooperation between the courts of the executing and issuing State. As has been seen in the abduction cases, but also in the Tarakhel judgment of the European Court, the position of the individuals may also influence the scope of judicial scrutiny. Cases concerning vulnerable groups of persons such as children or asylum seekers require a more active role for the national courts assessing a decision or situation in another Member State. The same applies when absolute rights such as non-refoulement or protection against inhuman or degrading treatment or torture (Art. 3 of the European Convention, Art. 4 of the Charter) are at stake. Another aspect to be taken into account by national courts is what I have called elsewhere, the “variable geometry of trust”. The argument that every State is bound by the same rules, including harmonized rules within the framework of the AFSJ or general principles of EU law, and therefore is to be considered as offering equivalent protection, does not always hold. Aside from the practical failures in implementing EU law and the lack of harmonized and equivalent protection in the different Member States, the AFSJ is based on a patchwork of rules, due to the different opt-in and opt-out clauses for the UK and Denmark, and the specific status of non EU Member States such as Norway, Iceland and Switzerland.

Finally, even if both the European Court and the CJEU start from the presumption that in case of mutual recognition, the individual should first address the judicial authorities in the issuing (or with regard to Dublin cases: responsible) State, they underline the importance of accessibility of effective legal remedies. This not only implies the

105 Opinion of AG Wathelet, Child and Family Agency v. J.D., cit., para. 42.
107 Further, this does not even take into account the possible consequences of the future “Brexit” for the cooperation between the EU and the UK and application of “mutual trust”.
obligation for the court of the executing or transferring State to investigate the availability of effective remedies, but may in some cases even result in the obligation to rebut trust and to deal with the case itself.